
4. CV and CVC syllables

4.1. CV syllables

It was mentioned in 3.1 that there are 138 (: 23x6) theoretically possible

different CV syllables in Modern Persian. All but one of them are found in the

DBS. The missing syllable is lùä1. This gap is purely accidental. There are no

systemat¡c restrictions on the combinations of onset and nucleus in CV

syllables.4

Figure 4.1 shows the frequencies of consonants and vowels in the onset

and nucleus of CV syllables. The diagram is quite monotonous, since there is just

one gap both in consonants and in vowels: the frequency of each consonant is 6,

except for lil,whose frequency is 5. Similarly, the frequency of each vowel is 23,

except for /á'/, whose frequency is 22.

Etymologicatly Persian syllables cont¿in 132 syllables out of the 137 in the

DBS. The five syllables missing in the DPS are flel, /fu/,lctl,lvol and /ùo/.The

syllables l?e/ md lful are found both among etymologically Arabic and French

syllables, /ci/ is found among etymologically Arabic, Turkish and Greek

syllables, /vo/ is found only among etymologically Arabic syllables anð lúol is

found exclusively among etymologically French syllables'

The missing syllable /Zåil is found in highly archaic words which are not used in Modern
Persian. Sóme examples of these kinds of words are /ùä4a4la/ 'idolater, idol
worshipper', lúâ4âîgl 'hiccup', li;â{a{läîg 'sandy land', lúäûa-ne/ 'millet btead', lùl-
fide/ 'wet', and /Zä<øLv/ 'prostitute'. As referred to in Chapter l, the data used for this
study has excluded highly archaic words. Examples of archaic words cited in this study

comè from the following sources: Dehkhoda (1993), Padeshah (1983), Borhan-e Tabrizi
(19ó3) and Nafisi (1976).

¡lO



70 4. CV and CVC syllables

Figure 4.I: Frequencies of the consonants and vowels in the onset and nucleus of CV
syllables of the DBS

pb t dkSG? ð j f v s z 5 ãXh r lmny
Onset contonrnt3

4.2.CVC syllsbles
4.2.1. CVC syllables in the DBS

As was mentioned in 3.1, the number of theoretically possible CVC syllables in

Persian is 3174 (:23x6x23). Out of these, 1792 syllables are found in the DBS,

which is a little more than a half (56%). There is a clear increase in gaps when

the syllable complexity increases; the proportion of gaps is less than l% in CV

syllables, while it is 44Yo for CVC syllables.ar In the following, I shall deal with

segment frequencies in different positions of the CVC syllable.

A number of the missing syllables may be found in higbly archaic words. For example:
/Éob/, /#p/, /ðoj/, /õäV, lbejl, lbâj/, /boö/,lboxJ, ftläù|, ft,oú(, /ðol/ (in the word /S¿i-ðok/),
/ðað/ (in the word lðaö-le[),|ðaxl (in the word /ðax-ðuk/), /õäb/ (in the word lõid;b-.iÄ-lel),

/ðob/ (in the word /õob-ðor-ge/), /doj/, lduíJ, /gop/, and /gol (in the word /got-rom/),
/goj/. Some of the missing syllables can also be found in non-Tehrani dialects of Persian
which have been excluded from the data. For example: ldak/, ldäpl and /delç/ (Shushtari
dialect), lgät/ (Manrdzrani dialect), /gåb/ (in some dialects of Gonabad, Khorasan and
Gilan), /gä,p/ (in Lori dialect and Teh¡ani slang). The absence of some of the syllables is
due to the phonological changes that a number ofphonemes have undergone "in certain
periods of history" (Natel l(hanlari 1968: 93). For example, (see Naæl Khanlari 1987:
68-83):

(l) lv, pl + hL løvl + /tab/, /pin/ (as in the word lnpin/) + /bin/, and /päd/ (as

in the word /sâ-pâd/) -> lbâdl
(2) /é,, Z, ! + fil: /ruð/ (as in the word /sa-ruõ/) + lruj|, /mað/ (as in the word /?a-
mað/) + lmajl,lùLnl (as in the word /lã-ùîin/) + ljânl, baäl + lbajl,lza! -+ lzail

5

4t

aaeoru
Nucle¡r vowel¡

22



4. CV and Cl/C syllables 7I

4.2.1.1. Onset

Figure 4.2 presents consonant frequencies in the onset of CVC syllables. This

figure shows that all consonants can occur in the onset, but none of them occurs

in all possible _VC combinations. For each consonant the frequency is less than

the theoretical maximum 138 1: 6 x 23)- The most frequent consonants, i'e' those

with the fewest gaps, are the liquids ltl and/U, which have gaps in less than 25Yo

of all the theoretical possibilities. The least frequent consonant is /2/, with gaps in

92o/o of the theoretically possible combinations- A great majority of the

consonants (18 out of 23) occr¡r in more than half of the theoretically possible

combinations.

Figure 4.2: Frequencies and percentages of consonants in the onset of the CVC

syllables of the DBS

(3) lùl + tzl: li;äxl (as in the word /du-ãär/) + lzlxl , li;afl (as in the word /gä-ù:afl)
J tz¡fl, tùarl (as in the word tkarí;ar/) + lzarl,and li:änl (as in the word láän-garl
+ lzân/
(4) lpl -+ lf/: lparn/ + lfam/
(5) /b/ + lpl: lðzrb/(as in the word /õab-lusl) + lönpl

Dealing with these kinds of changes needs and independent diach¡onic study, which is

beyond the scope ofthe present research.

pb t dkeG ? ê,i f v s z É ãXh r lmnY

5.69o/o

3.29o/"

2.62'/o

5.19%

t.90%

S.l3%o 4.07'/o

4.61o/o

O,610/o

5.190/o

5.97o/o 4.070/o

DO: r> I > t> s > d¡n > ?> b> n> k> h> z> G > vj > 3> Çy> X> p> E> ë> ù



72 4. CV and CVC syllables

Figure 4.3 shows frequencies and percentages of onset consonants in

different manner subclasses. The figure shows that the biggest groups are stops,

with a proportion of 36Yo, and fricatives, with a proportion of 31%. The

proportions of the rest range from l2Yo (liquids) to 4Yo (the glide).

Figure 4.3: Frequencies and percentages of manner subclasses in the onset of the CVC
syllables of the DBS

Sbps
36.l6Yo Afti*¡

6.1*/o

N¡sals
t0.2t /o Liquids F¡ic¡¡ives

3l360/o

Stops AfFicates Fricatives Liquids Nasals Glide

Of the onset consonants, nearly three quarteß (74yo) are obsüuents and

one quârter (26%) are sonorants. Of the obstn¡ents, 58o¿ are voiceless 
^nd 

42o/o

are voiced.

Figure 4.4 gives the frequencies and percentages of different place classes

in the onset. As the figure shows, dentals are the most co¡nmon class in the onset

with a proportion of 38o/o. Labials come next, with a proportion of 22Yo. The

proportions of the rest range from 15% þalatals) to7%o (velars).

C[dc
4.07%

t2.ûwo

> nasals >> fricatives >DO:
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Figrrre 4.4: Frequencíes and percentages of the place classes in the onset of the CVC

syllables of the DBS
L¡bl¡b
2t93'/¡ D.¡trl¡

t7E9'/c

Glotú¡b
,:t6

Uvrl¡r!
79t% Vohn

736!l/t
P¡htdr
15.o7

Labials Dentals Palatals Velars Uvulars Glottals

DO: dentals > labials > S> ) uvulars > velars

4.2.1.2. Coda

Figure 4.5 shows coda consonant frequencies of CVC syllables. As in the onset,

all consonants can occur in the coda, but not in all combinations of CV-. The

three most frequent consonants, lr, l, n/, are all sonorants, and they form 2lo/o of

the total number of coda consonants in the DBS. The percentage of gaps fot /rl,
the most frequent consonant, is a little below l0% of the maximal frequency of

138. On the other hand there are several consonants with very low frequencies

(i.e. with a high percentage of gaps) in the coda, e.g. lâ,P, é, El.

Figure 4.5: Frequencies and percentages of consonants in the coda of the CYC syllables

of the ÐBS

pl, t d k gC ? ð J f v s z é i'Xh r lmny

DO: ¡> l> n > s> d> m > g> z > b,c > r> f> h > ? > k > y> X > j > v > ¿ > p > ð> g

5-OZX

t.Il%
¡.00'l

!

t
It

0.67% l¿ 10.73% I v I 2.01t{
4.69%lr 14.E0%| f l4-9r%

t
z

5-47%lbl4.r5%
5.4t%ltll,16%
ó-t.l%lðll.2t% f

5.t0%
6.EtV.
7 .Ot.h

I OO.O0

r 13.45%

¡ 16.7 5
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Obstruents have a proportion of 70% and sonorants 30% of the total

number of the consonant tokens. Of the obstruents 59Yo are voiceless and 4l%o

voiced.

Figure 4.6 presents consonant frequencies of different manner subclasses

in the coda. The figure shows that there are two big classes: fricatives, with a

proportion of 34Yo, and stops, with a proportion of 32o/o. The percentages of the

other classes range from l4o/o (liquids) to 4Yo (affricates and the glide each).

Figure 4.6: Frequencies and percentages of manner subclasses in the coda of the CYC
syllables of the DBS

Aff¡ic¡tct
t.as./.

G Iidc
3.85rå

Nú¡ls
12.560/o

Fricûtivc5
33.54v.

Stops
t2-17./.

Liquids
I t.84%

Stops Affricates Fricatives Liquids Nasals Glide

DO: fücatives > stoDs > liquids > nasals > afticates. e¡ide

Figure 4.7 gives frequencies and percentages of different place classes in

the coda. The figtue shows that dentals, fonn the biggest class (43%). Looking

back at Figure 4.5 we see that dentals are among the most frequent coda

consonants in all manner subclasses. Labials are the second biggest group, but

their frequency is less than half that of dentals. The percentages of the rest range

from l4%o þalatals) to 5%o (velars).
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Figure 4.7: Frequencies and percentages of the place classes ín the coda of the CVC

syllables of the DBS

I¡bi¡ls
43.O{/¡

9.65%

Uwla¡s
8.59o/o

5.160/o

Labials Dentals Palatals Velars Uvulars Glottals

DO: dentals > labials > > uvulars > velars

4.2.1.3. Nucleus

For each vowel, the theoretical maximal frequency in CVC syllables is 529

(13x23). Figure 4.8 shows the attested frequencies for each vo\Mel. All vowels

can occur in the nucleus position, but not in all C-C combinations. We see that

the most sonoror¡s vowels lâl and lal have the highest frequencies, and the low

sonorous /r¡/ has the lowest frequenc¡ with the frequencies of /i/ and the mid

vowels in between. However, the frequencies of different vowels do not differ

very much here: the percentages mnge from20Yo (for lât) to l3yo (for /u/). As to

the gaps, /fil occurs in 660/o of the theoretically possible CVC syllables, and even

the least frequent vowel /u/ occurs in nearly half (47o/o) of the theoretical

possibilities.

Since individual vowels differ rather little in their frequencies, differences

between vowel classes are also quite small. This is seen in FigUre 4.9.1t shows

that the frequency decreases when the sonority decreases, but not steeply. Front

vowels are slightly more frequent than back vowels, and there is only a small

preference for short vowels in CVC syllables.

75

Dmlals

rE.85%

Gloaals

Vclo¡s Pal¿tals

t4.46%
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Figure 4.8: Frequencies and percentages of in the nucleus vowels of the CVC syllables
of the DBS

A l5.t|Vo

o 15.¡10%

| 19,1t'/o

¡ rs.sr%

| 19.51/.

?¡ a e o i u

DO:ä)ale>i>o>u

Figure 4.9: Frequencies and percentage of vowel classes in the nucleus of the CVC
syllables of the DBS

4.2.1.4. Comparison of onset and coda

Figure 4.10 presents consonant frequencies in the onset and the coda. The shaded

column indicates that the consonant has a higher frequency in the onset, and the

white column means that the frequency is higher in the coda. The frgure shows

EN
(sr.T3yù

Short LøtgFront BackA€n Md Close
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that stops and affricates (i.e. non-continuants) are usually more frequent in the

onset; the only exceptions are the voiced stops /d/ and lA/. Fricatives and

sonorants, i.e. continuants, tend to be more fiequent in the coda. The only clear

exception is /v/, which disfavours the syllable-final position.

Differences between manner subclasses can be seen more clearly in Figure

4.11. It shows that non-continuants are more frequent in the onset. This

difference is particularly clear in the affricaæs. Continuants, except for the glide,

are more frequent in the coda. The gtide does not show any clear preference.

Figure 4.10 Comparison of thefrequencies of consonanß in the onset and coda of CVC
syllables of the DBS

140

120

100

80

60

>, 40
o
É

åzoor¡o
pb t dk gG? ði f v s z S ù'Xh r lmnY

+Onset -tsCoda

Figure 4.ll: Comparßon of the frequencíes of the manner subclasses in the onset and

coda of the CVC syllables of the DBS

Ionset ECoda

ill

215
__183

---?3--cs--

648

T9-

60r

ai
225

580

Stops Affricates Fricatives Liquids Nasals Glide
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Table 4.1 indicates that the difference between continuants and non-

continuants is systematic, also on the level of different nuclear vowels. The table

presents onset and coda frequencies ofmanner subclasses for each nucleus vowel

separately. We see that with two exceptions, non-continuants and continuants

differ systematically, regardless of the nucleus vowel. The exceptions are

fricatives with /i/ in the nucleus, and the glide with most vowels. Whether this

tendency ofnon-continuants to prefer the onset and for continuants to prefer the

coda is more general in languages orjust an idiosyncratic feature of some of them

is not clear. In any case, this tendency does not follow from the sonority

hierarchy.

Table 4. l: Onset and coda consonant frequencies of the manner subclasses for each of
the six vowels in CVC syllables of the DBS. (The arrow points to the higher frequency;
the " indicates that the is the same in the onset and the

Continuants
Total
le8 |

2t9 V

219 v

198 V

ls8 |

176 *

179 v
r2t I

152 v

203

180

168

Glide
13 ll

13il

t2 l

l8 ll
l8 ll

7+
ll

l7v

8 I

r8

8

9

Nasals
37 I

4lv

43v

34V
36

38t

38V

3lY

32

3r

27

20

Liquids
37 I

40Y

45v

44Y
35

43t
36
¿10 v

t6Y

40

35

33

Fricatives
ln I

125 V

ll9 v

102 Y

80

94ü

84 I

77v

l13

96

97

65

Non-continu¡nts
Total
152 ô
l3l I

146 ô
130 I

r2l ô
r03 I

ll8 i\
loo I

lr0 ô
99

ilr 1
86

Affricates
23ô
t4
24ô

19ô
l0 I

13 ,À

t7ô
ll I

15ô
I

t7

9

Stoos
t29 ¡

122 ¡

102 ¡

105 r

93^

96ô
78 I

tt7

il3

93

9l

88

Onset
Coda

Onset
Coda

Onset
Coda

Onset
Cod¡
Onset
Coda

Onset
Coda

Nuc.
t

a

e

o

I

u

Figure 4.11 and Table 4.1 show that different manner subclasses behave

somewhat differently in the onset and coda. There are differences between place

classes too, as Figure 4.12 shows, but these differences can be mainly explained

on the basis of manner subclasses. We see, for instance, that dentals prefer the

coda. Part of the explanation is that five out of the seven dentals are continuants,

which generally prefer the coda position. However, we have to remember here
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tt¡at all dentals, even non-continuants, had relatively high frequencies in the coda.

Labials, on the other ha¡rd, are more frequent in the onset. Two of the five labials

are stops, which generally prefer the onset, and one labial continuant, /v/,

exceptionally prefers the onset. We also see that velan are more frequent in the

onset. This is because all velars are stops, which prefer the onset- Palatals,

uvulars, and glottals do not have a clear preference. This is due to the fact that

each gfoup has an equal number of continuants and non-continuants, whose

preferences are the opposiæ.

Figure 4.L2: Comparíson of the frequencies of the place classes ín the onset and the

coda of the CYC syllables of the DBS

I¡bials lÞntals Pal¿tals Velars Uvulars Glottals

IOnset trCoda

4.2.2. CVC syllables from the etymologicat point of view

Out of the 1792 CVC syllables in the Data of Basic Syllables, 91ó (:51%) come

from words of Persian origin, and the remaining 876 (49%) syllables originate in

loanwords. The biggest contributor is Arabic with 680 syllables. A small number

of syllables, 88 altogether, are multi-contributor.

In the following, I shatl characterise the properties of CVC sllables in

words of Persian origin (DPS) and make comparisons with CVC syllables of

foreign words (DNPS). I shall deal with each syllabic position separately.

79

- -270 - 2s-
----l?5-¡rr--

338

-67!r^

193- -____

_96_ _ -
143- is
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4,2.2.1. Onset

DPS

Figure 4.13 presents consonant frequencies in the onset of the CVC syllables in

the DPS. It shows that all consonants can occur in the onset, but none of them in

all _VC combinations. Since the theoretically maximal frequency for each CVC

onset consonant in DBS is 138, and since DPS constitutes 5l% of DBS, we could

expect tbat 70 (7- 5lo/o of 138) is the theoretically maximal average frequency of
CVC onset consonants in DPS. As Figure 4.13 shows, all onset consonant

frequencies are below this average maximum. Closest to the maximal frequency

are the stops /b/, /d/ and /W, and the liquid /r/, with a frequency more than 80Yo of
the maximum. The lowest frequency belongs to lil, with a frequency less than

10% of the maximum.

Figure 4.13: Frequencies and percentages of consonanß in the onset of the CltC
syllables of the DPS

pb t dk gC ? ð j f v I z 5 ¿Xh r l¡uny
r l4.69'Á
y 12.95%
100.00'lo

DO: r> k> b> d> t> p> l> g,s> s> n> h,m> ? > X> v> ¡,2> ð, y>c> f> ¿

O,5Sc/o I ¡ 16,'l'llo
J.93%II l5.ti%
4.59V lml4.59V¡

a
I
h

6.22Vo I a lz.7 3vo I i 13.49vo I t 14.9 t'/¡
6.44v.1? 14.04volr lt.86uol z l3.a9vo
4.9tU.lè 12.95t lv 13.t2%l â 14.t0'/"

d
t
e

D l5.24Uj
D 16.lr%
t 15.51Y"

Figure 4.14 presents onset consonant frequencies and percentages of
different manner subclasses in the onset position of CVC syllables in the DPS.

The big proportion of stops (4I%) is conspicuous. Together with affricates, they

cover nearly haF(a8%) of all onset consonant tokens in the DPS. Fricatives have

a proportion of 28o/o. The percentages of the rest range betrveen 12% (liquids)

and3Yo (the glide).
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Figure 4.14: Frequencies and percentages of manner subclasses in the onset of the CYC

syllables of the DPS

Stop¡
at.1a.a

Glldc
2.95U.

¡l¡Ilr
9.24 Frlcatlvat

t7,95

8I

Atlllc¡t.t
6.11

L ¡qtldt
r t.t0%

Stops Affricates Fricatives Liquids Nasals Gtide

Frequencies and percentages ofdifferent place classes in the onset ofthe

DPS can be seen in Figure 4.15. Dentals, with a proportioî of 37yo, are the

biggest gfoüp, and labials (22%) are the next biggest group. Velars have a clearly

bigger percentage in the DPS (l l%) than in the DBS (7%).

Obstruents form 75.87To and sononmts 24.l3yo of the consonants in the

onset. 58.42% of the obstruents are voiceless and 41.58olo voiced.

Figure 4.15: Frequencies and percentages of place classes in the onset of the CVC

syllables of the DPS

Glott¡lt

L¡bi¡l¡
2l.t3t/o

D.nt¡b
36J9'/.

P.¡rt¡k
14.71t/c

8.62t/.

UvuLrs
6-66./. Velars

ll35t/¡

DO: dentals > labials > palatals > velars > glottals > uvulars

3E0

59

256

r09
E5

es> ids >at e

200

135
104

6r
79

Labials Dentals Palatals Velars Uvulars Glottals
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DNP: comparíson of the DPS and DNPS

Figure 4.16 shows onset consonant frequencies in the CVC syllables of non-

Persian origin. We see that here, too, all consonants can occur in the onset, but

with varying frequencies. Since the DNPS covers 49% of the DBS, the

theoretically maximal (average) frequency for each consonant is 68. Among those

that come closest to the maximal frequency are the stops /c/ and /?1, the fricatives

/f/ and /s/, and the liquid /V, with roughly 80% or more of the maximum. On the

other hand, there are three consonants whose frequency is below l0% of the

manimum, namel¡ /gl, / ë,1, and, /ù;/.

Figure 4.16: Frequencies and percentages of consonanß in Íhe onset of the CVC
syllables of the DNPS

pb t dkeG?ð j f v s z ð ãXh r lmny
5.!7Yo

v

DO: I > Þ ? >c s> L m> z> n > r. y >î > v > h > d > b > õ> X > k> g> ó> ú> E

5.25o/a

6.85o/oI
0.68o/o

t.2P/o
,
x5.48o/oz6.19o/of6.28o/o?2.97o/ok3.77o/ob

As Figures 4.13 and 4.16 indicate, the onset consonant frequencies of
CVC syllables differ in the DPS and DNPS. We can see these differences more

clearly in Figrne 4.17 which compares the frequencies in the two data. The white

column indicates that the consonant frequency is higher in the DPS, and the grey

column indicates the opposite, i.e. that the frequency is higher in the DNPS.
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Figrue 4.18; Percentages oÍ onset consonant tokens com@ from Penían vs. foreígn
sources in the ClrC syllahles of the DBS

Figure 4.19 shows what percentages of manner subclass€s in the onset of
CVC syllables in the DBS come from etlrnologically Persian syllables and what

percentages from etymologicatly non-Persia¡r syllables. We see that in Persian,

stops have the biggest proportion, (59W, and the glide has smallest proportion

(37W.In the other subclasses, the et¡mrologically Penian share varies betwee¡r

460/o and 53o/o.

Fignre 4.19; Percentages of dffirent manner suhclasses comíng from Persían vs.

þreign sources in the onset of CVC syllables of the DBS

100%

500Â

0¡/o
Stops Affricates Fricativcs Liquids Nas¿ls Glide

IDNPS EDPS
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Figure 4.20 indicates what percentages of place classes in the onset of

CVC syllables in the DBS come from etymologically Persian syllables and what

percentages from the etymologically non-Persian syllables. The figure shows that

velars deviate most from the expected 5l% of Persian origin to 49Yo of foreign

origin, 79%o of velar occurrences come from words of Persian origin. On the other

hand, the foreign proportion is clearly above the average 49Yo in uvulars and

glottals.

Figure 4.20: Percentages of diferent place classes coming from Persian vs. foreign
sources in the onset of CVC syllables of the DBS

t00%

50o/o

0%
Labials Dentals Palatals Velars Uvulars Glottals

EDNPS trDPS

s0.89%
(20o)

49.63n/o
(337)

50.00o/t
(135)

42.660/o
(6t)

45.14o/o
(7e)

4.2.2.2. Coda

DPS

Coda consonant frequencies and percentages in the DPS are given in Figure 4.21.

The figure shows that all consonants occur syllable finally in the DPS, but the

frequencies are quite unevenly distributed in the coda, ranging between one for

f?/42 and 95 for hl and /n/.lf we think that here, as in the onset, the average

The consonant Æ/ occurs only in the word /bâ?-bâ?|, which is an onomatopoeic word
meaning 'baaing, bleating'. With the exception of this example, all other occurrences of
l?/ in the coda position come from etymologically Arabic words. ln Modern Persian, this

42
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theoretical maximal frequency is 70, we see that four consonants exceed this

frequency, namel¡ /s/,li/, hl and /nl. On the other hand, several consonants have

low frequencies, at most 20% of the theoretical (average) maximurn, e.g. fl/,lg/,
/p/, /ê,1 , /v/, and. /ù,1 .

Figure 4.21: Frequencies and percentages of the consonants in the coda of the CYC
syllables of the DPS

pbt dkSG? õ j f vs z ð ãXh r lmny
lV) t-/r

1.38o/o

lfi).0@/o

DO: r>n>5>s>l>k>m>z>d>h>X>Þb>y>c>t>J > r¿ > é > v>p>g>?

v
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5.680/oET
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4.91o/o

5.24o/o

s 17.9'F/ol ú,

z15.460/ol y
É 18.84%l h

1.860/o

3.93o/o

l.úo/"
f
v

2.7to/o

0.llo/o

l.Wo

0.98Plol d 15.35%l c
3.6t/ol b 15.79/ol ?

2.t*/ol g 10.60/0l a

b

t

Of the manner subclasses, stops and affricates, i.e. non-continuant consonants,

tend to have low frequencies, while continuants tend to be frequent in the coda.

This can be seen clearly in Figure 4.22, which presents the frequencies a¡rd

percentages in different manner subclasses. The proportion of stops and affücates

together is about one-fourth only, while the remaining three-fourths are taken by

continuants.

word is undergoing a steady process where the glonal stop /?/ is substituted with a

prolonged /!V.
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Figure 4.22: Frequencies and percentages of mønner subclasses in the coda of the CVC

syllables of the DPS

Sûopc Afir¡dct
2.YiV.

flicrtivc¡
3&91'/o2l.tû'/¡

GüdÊ

338o/c

N¡s¡b t¡quHr
1725'/o

Stops Affricates Fricatives Liquids Nasals Glide

DO: fricatives > stops > liquids > nasals > glide > affricates

The frequencies and perc€ntages of coda consonants in different place

classes are given in Figure 4.23. The big proportion of dentals, nearly half of all

consonant tokens, is conspicuous. But here, as in the onset, the explanation can

be found in the manner group since the class of dentals includes several

continuants, which tend to have high frequencies in the coda.

Figure 4.23; Frequencies and percentages of place classes in the coda of the CVC

syllables of the DPS

L¡bl¡l¡
l5åtU.

D.¡t lt
at.StU.

S3S'/.

Uvul¡rt

6-11t/.
P¡l.t 13

l6.7OY.

Labials D€ntals Palatals Velars Uvulars Glottals

DO > labials > > velars ) lottals
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D¡íPS.' comparison of the DPS and DNPS

Figure 4.24 shows coda consonant frequencies and percent¿ges in the

etymologically non-Persian data. Here, as in the DPS, frequencies are unevenly

distributed, but in a different way: several stops have high frequencies, while

sonorants tend to be less frequent. Thus, those that al¡nost reach or exceed the

(average) theoretical maximum of 68 are all stops: ltl,lcl, and lll.

Figure 4.24: Frequencies and percentages of consonanß in the coda of the CVC
syllables of the DNPS

pb t dkcG? ð j f v s zé ãXh r lmny

Differences in coda frequencies between the DPS and the DNPS can be

seen in Figure 4.25.The shaded column means that the frequency is higher in the

DNPS, while a white column indicates that the DPS has a higher frequency. As

the figure shows, non-continuants usually have a higher frequency in the coda of
syllables of non-Persian origin; the differences are particularly big in /tl, /c/ and

/?l-The only exceptions are lH and /c/, which have higher frequencies in the

DPS. Continuants, on the other hand, tend to have higher frequencies in the data

of Persian origin; the differences are conspicuous in /V, /r/ and /n/ in particular.

Exceptions to this tendency are the labial fricatives and the glide.
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Figure 4.25: Comparßon of thefrequencíes of coda consonants in the CVC syllables of
the DPS md DNPS

r00
90
80
70
60

50
40
30

Fro
ã. r0oË0

pbt dk gG? ói f vs z 3 ù){h r lmnY
{ÞDNPS +DPS

Figure 4.26 presents percentages of coda consonant tokens coming from

etynologically Persian syllables vs. non-Persian syllables. The figrne shows that

the foreign proportion is zubstantial n fllwith practically all tokens coming from

non-native syllables. The foreign proportion is more rhanTOVo n lt/, lal and /vl.

On the other han{ over 70 % of the tokens of the following consonants come

from syllables of Persian origin: lël,l3l,lrl andlnl.

Figrne 4.26: Percentages of coda consonant tokens coming from Persian vs. non-

Persian sources in the CI/C syllables of the DBS
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5Oo/o
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ñ
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ffi
ffi ffi
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Figue 4.27 shows the percentages of coda consonants coming from

etymologically Persian vs. non-Persian data in different ûranner subclasses. The

figure indicates what we could expect already (on the basis of Figure 4.25, for
exarple): the native proportion is bigger in continuants (liquids, nasals and

fricatives), while the foreign share is bigger in non-contintrants (stops and

affiicates), but also in the glide.

Figt¡r€ 4.27: Percentages of different manner sufuIasses coming from Pøsían vs.

foreìgn sources ín the codaof CYC syllables of the DBS

lOOt/"

50o/o

0%
Stops Affricates Fric¡tive¡ Liquide Nas¡ls Glide

IDNPS trDPS

t3,79Yr
(196)

Figure 4.28: Percentages of dffirent place classes coming from Persis¡t vs. þreígn
sources ín the coù of CVC syllables of the DBS

100%

50o/o

Oo/o

Labials Dcntals Palatals Vcl¡rs Uvular¡ Glottals

IDNPS trDPS

6t.{ó'Ê.
(5e)

,

59.O7%
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The Persian vs. non-Persian proportions of coda consona¡rt tokens in

different place classes anc given in Figure 4.28. lt shows that all place classes
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deviate from the average 51% Persian to 49o/o non-Persian. In dentals, palatals

and velars, the Persian shares range from 58% to 6lYo.In the rest of the place

classes, the proportion of Persian is less than 50%o; of labials and uvulars, the

Persian share is somewhat over 40Yo, while only 28%o of coda glottals come from

words of Persian origin.

4.2.2.3. Nucleus

DPS

As mentioned before, the DPS contains 916 syllables, and therefore also 916

vowel tokens. Vowel frequencies are presented in Figure 4.29. Open vowels

differ clearly from the rest in that they have the highest frequencies, and it is the

back vowel , la/ , that has the biggest proportion, 25To. What is also striking is that

mid vowels have the lowest frequencies. However, their frequencies are not much

lower than those of close vowels. If all the vowels are treated as one group, there

is a correlation between vowel frequency and sonority, but not a high one.

However, the long vowels /a, i, ul and short vowels /ã, e, ol seem to fi.nction as

two separate groups. In each group, vowel frequency decreases when sonority

decreases.

Figure 4.29: Frequencies and percentages of vowels in the nucleus of the CVC syllables

of the DPS

DO:a>ä>i>u>e>o
e

t 2í.llVo

17.77V.ù13

l2t.SlV.

I t 4-52./.l9'l

230

I t7 nó
r33 t2t
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Figure 4.30 gives frequencies and percentages of different vowel classes

in the CVC syllables of the DPS. The figure shows that open vowels comprise

nearly half (a7%) of all vowel occrxrences, and close vowels (28%\ have a

somewhat bigger percentage than mid vowels (25%). Moreover, back vowels are

slightly more frequent than front vowels and long vowels have a bigger
percentage than short vowels.

Figure 4.30: Frequencies and percentages of vowel classes ín the nucleus of the CVC
syllables of the DPS

open Md Cloee Rlürt Back

DNPS: Comparison of the DPS and DNPS

Figure 4.31 presents frequencies and percentages of vowels in the basic CVC

syllables coming from foreign sources. The figure shows that vowel frequencies

are somewhat more evenly distributed here than in the DPS (see Figure 4.29), i.e.

the percentages of vowels in Figure 4.31 vary from2lo/o for lel to l3o/o for lul.

Moreover, the highest frequencies belong to the mid vowels, and especially to /e/,

while the lowest frequencies belong to one open vowel,lal, and one close vowel,

lùl.

Shtrt tffrg

233
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Figure 4.31: Frequencies and percentages of vowels in the nuclans of the CVC syllables

DNPS

The proportions of different vowel classes can be seen better in Figure

4.32.ltshows that the classes of open and close vowels each have a proportion of
roughly 30%, while mid vowels have a proportion of nearly 40%. This means that

only mid and close vowels show a positive correlation between vowel frequency

and sonority; the small proportion of open vowels violates the correlation.

Looking back at Figure 4.31, we see that if short vowels (/i, e, o/) and long

vowels (/a, i, uI) are treated separaûely, the correlation does not hold for them

either. The figure also shows that front vowels are somewhat more frequent than

back vowels, and the percentage of short vowels (57%) is bigger than the

percentage of long vowels (45o/o).

Figure 4.32: Frequencies and percentages of vowel classes ín the nucleus of the CVC

syllables of the DNPS
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When comparing the vowel profiles of CVC syllables in the DPS @igures
4.29 and 4.30) and in the DNPS (Figwes 4.31 and 4.32), we see that the results of
the trvo data are to some extent opposite. To mention just a few examples: /a/ has

a higher frequency than /il/ in the DPS, but in the DNPS it is the other way round;

in the DPS, the class of mid vowels has the lowest frequenc¡ but it has the

highest frequency in the DNPS; in the DPS, long vowels are more frequent than

short vowels, but in the DNPS the situation is the opposite. Thus, when the DPS

and the DNPS are united to form the DBS, frequency differences between vowels

and vowel classes tend to diminish. The result is what was seen before in the

DBS (see Figures 4.8 and 4.9), where the frequencies of vowels and vowel

classes differ relatively little.

Finally, let us see what percentages of the tokens of each vowel in the

CVC syllables of the DBS come from Persian vs. foreign sources. This is
presented in Figure 4.33. It shows that /u/ comes closest to the ratio 5l% of
Persian ori$n to 49%o of foreign origin. The Persian share is panicularly big in

the open vowels (66Yo for la/; 56% for la/). On the other hand, mid vowels in

particular have a relatively big foreign share (61% for /el; 58o/o for /ol). The

percentages of vowel classes from Persian vs. foreign sor¡rces are given in Figure

4.34. As can be expected, the Persian share is more than the average 5l% in the

class of open vowels, but also in long and back vowels. On the other hand, the

Persian share is well below the average in mid vowels.

Figure 4.33: Percentages of Persian vs. non-Persian sources of nuclear vowels in CVC
syllables of the DBS
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Figure 4.34: Percentages of Persían vs. non-Persian sources in vowel classes in CVC

syllables of the DBS

100 7o

0%
Open Mid Close Front Back Short Long

6DNPS trDPS

4.2.2.4. Comparison of onset ¡nd coda

DPS

We saw in 4.2.I.4 that non-continuants in the DBS tend to be more frequent in

the onset of CVC syllables, and continuants, with the exception of the glide, tend

to occur more in the coda. This tendency can be seen in the etymologically

Persian data and to an even greater ext€nt. Figure 4.35 compares consonant

frequencies in the onset and coda in the DPS. The shaded column means that the

frequency is higher is the onset, and the white column indicates that the

frequency is higher in the coda. We see that all other stops excePt /G/, and both

affricates have a higher frequency in the onset. /C/ is as frequent in the onset as in

the coda. All other continuants except lvl have a higher frequency in the coda.

Here, as in the DBS, /v/ is rare in the syllable-final position. This implies that

non-continuants and continuants in the DPS differ clearly in their preferences, as

Figure 4.36 shows. The difference is particularly clear in the non-continuants,

whose frequency in the onset is roughly twice as high as their frequency in the

coda. Here, as in the DBS, the glide does not show any clear positional

preference.
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Figure 4.35: Comparison of consonant frequencies in the onset and the coda of CVC
syllables ofthe DPS
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Figure 4.36: Compørßon of manner suhclass frequencies ín the onset and the coda of
CVC syllables of the DPS
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D/VPSj Comparison of the DPS and DNPS

Figure 4.37 compares consonant frequencies in the onset and the coda of CVC

syllables in the DNPS. A white column means that the consoftInt is more

frequent in the coda, and a shaded column indicates that the consonant is more
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frequent in the onset. The figure shows tbat all stops except lpl are more frequent

in the coda; lpl shows a minimal preference to the onset. All the res! except /ã/,

are either more frequent in the onset or show no preference at all; /ã/ is slightly

more frequent in the coda.

Figufe 4.37: Comparison of consonant frequencies ín the onset and the coda of CYC

syllables of the DNPS
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Figrne 4.38 gives frequencies of manner subclasses in the onset vs. the coda of
CVC syllables in the DNPS. The fïgrre shows that stops clearly prefer the coda,

all the rest, i.e. affricates and continuants, prefer the onset.

Fignre 4.38: Comparison of manner subclass frequencíes in the onset and the coda of
CYC syllables in the DNPS
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A comparison of Figures 4.37 and 4.38, based on the DNPS, ûo Figures

4.35 and 4.36, based on the DPS, reveals that the two data show opposite

tendencies, i.e. in the DPS, non-continuants prefer the onset and continuants

prefer the coda" whereas in the DNPS, the biggest non-continuant class, stops,

prefers the coda, and the rest prefer the onset. The result of these opposite

úendencies is that the DBS, as seen in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, shows the sa¡ne

tendencies as the DPS, but ûo a much smaller extent.


